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AENVISION RELEASES OSCAR THE FREE SMART OFFICE SPACE CALCULATOR 
First Step to a High-Performance Workplace and Escape from the Office Programming Trap 

Huntington Station, NY: Aenvision announces Oscar the Smart Office Space Calculator that 
estimates area and occupancy requirements from best-practice performance characteristics in working 
environments for small to medium sized businesses and enterprises. Oscar is the latest addition to a 
suite of intelligent tools developed to fundamentally improve a company's ability to produce and 
reproduce high-performance office space quantitatively.

Most office workers have felt the frustration of struggling to remain productive in office environments 
they believe were not designed to support their company’s business or their own job function (Gensler 
2005 UK Workplace Survey). Working with brokers, tenants, architects, property managers, and 
building owners Aenvision has proven and matured technology to minimize or eliminate this risk. 

The release of Oscar is intended to help businesses identify functional profiles that represent practical 
examples of the effective working environments at the heart of their industry. For example, a corporate 
law firm with an emphasis on privacy and confidentiality can reasonably assume that its workplace 
performance requirements and area estimates will not be the same as requirements and estimates for 
internet marketing companies oriented more towards collaborative open-plan office architectures.

However, to date, the creation of office space has existed solely in the realm of the art of the office 
designer or the corporate visionary. As companies adapt to market pressures to downsize, expand, 
densify, acculturate, add new sites, etc., there is a growing need to guarantee that office environments 
remain highly functional to keep businesses running effectively. 

It's no secret that a high-performance work space improves the health and productivity of its 
occupants. Business type, strategic business objectives, and return on investment have long been 
known to correlate directly with office space performance. Unfortunately, the complexity of developing 
effective working environments along with time pressures often overwhelm business owners, 
executives and even architects, which can compromise project outcomes.  

Aenvision tools help guarantee ideal working environments by keeping owner and staff interests 
aligned throughout the office space development cycle. The capacity for this kind of analysis comes 
directly from intelligence gained from over 3 million square feet of office space programming in the 
Aenvision repository. Using Oscar to help select the right functional profile and calculate practical area 
and occupancy estimates is the first step developing cost-effective, high-performance office space.

About Aenvision: Aenvision is a NY metropolitan area based company founded in 2014 to improve 
the effectiveness of enterprise office space. The company develops technology, algorithms, analytics, 
and databases that enable cost-effective, customized, best-practice, high-performance office 
environments. Aenvision delivers intuitive analytical tools, projections and reports that can preserve 
office culture and protect the financial health of a business to reduce risk and maximize return on 
investment for office space development at almost any scale and in most industries.
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